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As the 2020 holiday shopping season nears a close, strong growth in ecommerce spending offset bricks-and-mortar
losses in November as consumers avoided crowds during the coronavirus pandemic.

According to retail insights from Deloitte, online sales jumped 30 percent year-over-year in November while in-store
sales dropped 11 percent. Most consumer spending took place early in the month, indicating that shoppers wanted to
get a head start on the holidays.

Unusual holiday season
Although some consumers in the United States ventured into physical stores during the Black Friday weekend, most
holiday shopping was done online.

Year-over-year, retail spending was up 4 and 1 percent in October and November, respectively. Compared to
November 2019, the number of retail transactions dipped 6 percent, but average cart value increased by 7 percent
during November 2020.

Spending on Black Friday fell 18 percent y-o-y, partially due to the shopping holiday's emphasis on bricks-and-mortar
stores, while Cyber Monday spending grew 2 percent y-o-y.
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From March to October, home improvement and mass retailers have seen the strongest recoveries compared to
2019 figures while apparel retailers and department stores have seen spending drop 41 and 44 percent y-o-y,
respectively.

Amazon's Prime Day led to a shopping spike in mid-October as consumers flocked to the ecommerce giant and
other mass retailers for deals. The impact, however, was similar to that of other shopping holidays and did not
indicate the start of the holiday shopping surge.

For its first five years, Prime Day occurred in July, but due to the COVID-19 pandemic the date was pushed back to
October a date much closer to Black Friday. Some had speculated that Prime Day 2020 will mark the beginning of
this year's holiday shopping season, as opposed to the typical Black Friday kick-off.

According to a survey from Tinuiti, 44 percent of shoppers planned on taking care of at least some of their holiday
shopping on Prime Day, while 17.5 percent hoped to finish their lists. Furthermore, of the consumers who planned to
do all of their holiday shopping on Prime Day, 36 percent are "super spenders" with budgets of more than $500 (see
story).
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